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FOREWORD
This work shall attempt to show the violets (Viola sp.) which we have identified with enough confidence so
that we have been comfortable to add them to our “life list” of violets we have seen. This book does not
represent a comprehensive listing of the violets which can be found in eastern Japan, nor is it intended to be
a comprehensive guide to identification, it merely shows an interested reader some violets which can be seen
without spending a great deal of money.
We considered several different methods to display the violets in this book. We tried arranging them by
color, but quickly realized that several species come in various colors – so that idea went by the wayside.
Then we considered trying to show them by region – that idea was also very quickly rejected as many if not
most species occur in more than one region. What we finally decided upon was just to show them in pure
alphabetical order.
How many species of violets will you find here? Well, there are 87 photos, but some of them show
different colors, different angles or overview shots of the same species. It seems like there are probably
about 50 species, but then again some of you may not count like that because some of the pictured violets
are actually subspecies, forms and/or varieties of a species. So, count how you wish, but there are 87
photos.
We hope that these photos will show you something which excites your imagination and makes you want to
get out in the forest and on to the mountains to see some violets!
Oh, by the way, we are going to be purposefully vague about some locations because we do not like plant
thieves and we do not support those activities. We know they exist, and we loath them.
We will list the regions (see map – page 1) where we found these violets for the first time. For the location
codes we will use (T) for the Tohoku Region, (K) for the Kanto Region and (C) for the Chubu Region. You
will find this code immediately after the Japanese name of each violet. This location does not indicate that
the violet can ONLY be found in this region, it only indicates where we first found it.
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For a complete listing of Violets which you can find in this book please see the Index.

Regions & Prefectures of Japan
Hokkaido
Tohoku
Chubu
Kanto

Kansai
Chugoku
Shikoku
Kyushu
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Regions visited in this book are:
Tohoku, Chubu and Kanto
Prefectures by Region:
Hokkaido: 1. Hokkaido
Tohoku: 2. Aomori, 3. Iwate, 4. Miyagi, 5.
Akita, 6. Yamagata & 7. Fukushima
Chubu: 8. Niigata, 9. Toyama, 10. Ishikawa,
11. Fukui, 12. Yamanashi, 13. Nagano, 14.
Gifu, 15. Shizuoka & 16. Aichi
Kanto: 17. Ibaraki, 18. Tochigi, 19. Gunma,
20. Saitama, 21. Chiba, 22. Tokyo & 23.
Kanagawa
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Viola betonicifolia var. albescens (アリアケスミレ) (K)
When we first found this species we thought that it was merely a different colored Viola mandshurica.
We find it in the same areas and the leaves are very similar to Viola mandshurica too. It was not until a
while later that we realized that it was a different species. We find this mostly along the road near Nogawa
Park in Mitaka, Tokyo.
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Viola biflora (キバナノコマノツメ) (T)
We first found this violet possibly at Mt. Chokai, on the boundary between Yamagata and Akita
Prefectures, in 2005. We found it again in 2008 at Mt. Gassan, in Yamagata Prefecture. We have also
found it in Oze National Park and at Mt. Yatsugatake. Oze National Park straddles Fukushima,
Tochigi, Gunma and Niigata Prefectures. Mt. Yatsugatake is in Nagano and Yamanashi
Prefectures. (Also see overview photo, page 65)
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Viola biflora f. glabrifolia (ジョウエツキバナノコマノツメ) (T, C, K)
This is quite a recent addition to our life list of violets we have found. We found it only in 2010. It was
found in Oze National Park on Mt. Shibutsu. We are not absolutely 100% sure that we have identified it
correctly, but we are sure enough (99.5% sure) so that we added it to our “life list”.
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Viola bissetii (bisseti) (ナガバノスミレサイシン) (K)
This violet has been on our list for a long time. It is a very common species around our spring haunts in the
mountains west of Tokyo. We find this at Mt. Takao, Mt. Mitake and virtually every mountain location
in Western Tokyo. We have seen it range in color from this virtually pure white specimen to a light blue.
(Also see overview photo, page 66)
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Viola blandaeformis (ウスバスミレ) (T)
We first found this violet at Mt. Yatsugatake in 2009. Mt. Yatsugatake lies on the border between
Nagano and Yamanashi Prefectures. We also found it in the Hakuba Mountains of Nagano
Prefecture in 2010. We found it again when we visited Mt. Akita-Komagatake in Akita Prefecture in
2011. It was a rare sight for us until we visited Mt. Akita-Komagatake, where it was fairly common.
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Viola brevistipulata (オオバキスミレ) (T)
The first time we ever saw this yellow violet was at a park in Yamagata Prefecture in 2008. The next time
we saw it was at Ojiya, in Niigata Prefecture. We found this species once again, in 2010, in Oze
National Park. Oze National Park straddles Fukushima, Tochigi, Gunma and Niigata Prefectures.
The last time we found this was in May of 2011 – this year – in Yamagata Prefecture near Hijiori Hot
Spring. (Also see overview photo, page 67)
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Viola brevistipulata var. kishidai (ナエバキスミレ) (C)
This was a new violet for our life list in June 2011. We found this on one of the slopes of Mt. Sumondake
in Niigata Prefecture. It was a hot day and we were already getting very tired when Kazuya found it, so we
did not get many photos of it. You should note that the stems of this species are pink to red in color.
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Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana (ヒゴスミレ) (K)
This is a fairly rare violet for us to see. We first saw it in a place where we doubt that it was naturally
occurring, but it could have been. We will only say that we find this species in Western Tokyo. It is rare
enough so that when we find it we get excited and scour the area, searching for as many specimens as
possible to photograph. (Also see overview photo, page 68)
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Viola collina (エゾアオイスミレ) (C)
Unfortunately, this is a violet which is extremely rare for us to find. We have only found it in bloom one
time, and only the one plant shown in this photo. We have found the plant without flowers one or two
times, but only on the same trail where this photo was taken. We will only say that we found it in
Yamanashi Prefecture.
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Viola confusa ssp. nagasakiensis (ヒメスミレ) (K)
This species, which we have seen only at Koishikawa Botanical Garden, in Tokyo, should not be found
in this area. It is very pretty and very tiny. We have made some assumptions that it was planted, either
accidentally (as an unwanted import which was brought in on some other species) or on purpose. We
generally only find one or 2 plants per season, so it is very far from common even in the Botanical Garden.
In the lower right image, that is a common toothpick used for scale.
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Viola crassa (タカネスミレ) (T)
This species is new to our life list this year (2011). Although we had found 2 different subspecies of Viola
crassa before this, we had never found the plain vanilla Viola crassa. We found it in Akita Prefecture, on
Mt. Akita-Komagatake. We were a tiny bit too early to find it at its peak, but we could imagine entire
scree slopes covered with this beautiful yellow violet – it must be an amazing sight to see when the peak of
blooming happens. (Also see overview photo, page 69)
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Viola crassa ssp. alpicola (クモマスミレ) (C)
This is a violet which we have only found in one location – on the Hakuba Mountains of Nagano
Prefecture. The Hakuba Mountains are part of the Hida Mountains – also known as the Japanese
Northern Alps Mountain Range. We visited here in the month of July and found this species. It was not
in great abundance, but there were enough of them so that it was not easy to miss. (Also see overview
photo, page 70)
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Viola crassa ssp. yatsugatakeana (ヤツガタケキスミレ) (C)
The name alone should tell you where to find this subspecies of Viola crassa. If it is not obvious enough –
we found these specimens on Mt. Yatsugatake. The Yatsugatake Range of Mountains lies on the
border between Nagano and Yamanashi Prefectures. We found this in July 2009. It was not common
and we considered ourselves fortunate to have been able to see it. Notice how the obverse of the flowers
have the brown coloration on them.
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Viola diffusa (ツクシスミレ) (K)
Like Viola confusa spp. nagasakiensis, this species should not be growing here in Tokyo, where we
found it at Koishikawa Botanical Garden. It is fairly plentiful on the grounds of Koishikawa, however,
and we find it every spring in good numbers. It is very beautiful, with its greenish-yellow center area and its
purple veins on the flowering part of the plant.
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Here is an overview of Viola rossii in its natural habitat –
an opening on the forest floor – near Kawaguchi Lake.
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Here is an amazing overview of Viola selkirkii in its natural
habitat on one of the slopes of Mt. Akita-Komagatake.
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Here is an overview of Viola sieboldi in its
natural habitat in the forests of Western Tokyo.
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Here is an overview of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana
f. variegata in its natural habitat in Western Tokyo.
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Here is a view of the root of Viola vaginata. On page 47 we mentioned that this
species appears to be long-lived, assuming that they put on one ring per year. This
specimen appears to be at least 10 years old.
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Here is an overview of Viola vaginata in
its natural habitat in Yamagata Prefecture.
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Here is an amazing field of Viola verecunda
growing in a park in Yamagata Prefecture.
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Here is an overview of Viola violacea in its natural
habitat in Western Tokyo. Note the acorn for scale.
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Here is an overview of Viola violacea var. makinoi in its natural habitat
in Western Tokyo. Note the “hands-up” orientation of the leaves.
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Here is an overview of Viola yezoensis f. discolor in its
natural habitat in Western Tokyo. Such a beautiful specimen.
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Here is the final overview photo. This is another example of Viola
yezoensis f. discolor in its natural habitat in Western Tokyo.
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That was the final photo we want to show you of violets which we have found. We hope that you enjoyed
looking at these photos and learning about some of the violets which can be found in the Tohoku, Kanto
and Chubu Regions of Japan. If you ever want to come and visit Japan and search for some of these species
you may feel free to contact us through our respective websites – http://danwiz.com is Daniel’s website
and Kazuya’s site can be found at http://studiesofplantsandwildlife.blogspot.com or alternately,
http://www2.blogger.com/profile/02622643778290337101. If you are reading this several years after it is
published we cannot guarantee that these websites will still exist, but as long as we live we hope to maintain
them. There is an e-mail link on http://danwiz.com. You can leave a comment on Kazuya’s Blog and ask
him to contact you.
Daniel maintains a special web page showing violets which they have added to their life list. This can be
found at http://danwiz.com/Violets/Violets.php.

The End
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